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Quantitative determination of uncertainties in 
seismic refraction prospecting 
Chuanhai Liu* and Joann M. Stock+ 
ABSTRACT 
We present a model of the propagation of refracted 
seismic waves in planar (horizontal or dipping) layered 
structures in which we quantify the errors from vari-
ous sources. The model, called the (mixed) variance 
component model, separates the errors originating on 
the surface from those due to inhomogeneities of 
subsurface layers. The model starts with the assump-
tion of homogeneous (constant-velocity) layers, but by 
taking the principal errors into account, variations 
from this model (including degree of velocity inhomo-
geneity, vertical velocity gradients, and gradational 
interfaces) can be identified. 
A complete solution to the variance component 
model by Bayesian methods relies on the Gibbs sam-
pler, a recently well-developed statistical technique. 
Using the Gibbs sampler and Monte Carlo methods, 
we can estimate the posterior distributions of any 
parameter of interest. Thus, in addition to estimating 
the various errors, we can obtain the velocity-versus-
INTRODUCTION 
Presently, seismic refraction techniques are commonly 
used for two types of problems: determination of shallow 
structure, such as weathering thicknesses for statics correc-
tions of reflection data (e.g., Palmer, 1986), and character-
ization of crustal-scale velocity structure (e.g., Mooney, 
1989). Despite recent progress in data analysis in both of 
these areas, formal means of evaluating errors and uncer-
tainties in forward modeling remain to be developed. This 
has become a major challenge in recent seismic work 
(Mooney, 1989). The quantitative measurements of the un-
certainties, or random effects of the earth's interior, provide 
depth curve with its confidence intervals at any rele-
vant point along the line. 
We analyze data from a crustal-scale refraction line 
to illustrate both features of this method. The results 
indicate that the conventional linear regression model 
for the first arrivals is inappropriate for this data set. 
As might be expected, geophone spacing strongly 
affects our ability to resolve the heterogeneities. Dif-
ferences in the amount of velocity heterogeneity in 
different layers can be resolved, and may be useful for 
lithologic characterization. For this crustal-scale prob-
lem, a velocity profile derived from this method is an 
improvement over simple linear interpretations, but it 
could be further refined by more comprehensive meth-
ods attempting to match later arrivals and wave am-
plitudes as well as first arrivals. The method could also 
be applied to smaller-scale refraction problems, such 
as determination of refraction statics, or constraints on 
the degree of probable lateral variations in velocity of 
shallow layers, for improved processing of reflection 
data. 
a good understanding of velocities of the corresponding 
inhomogeneous model. On the contrary, trying to investigate 
the properties, such as velocities, of the Earth's interior 
under the simplified assumption that the real medium is 
homogeneous may lead to serious errors (Cerveny and 
Firbas, 1984; Ojo and Mereu, 1986). To obtain uncertainties 
in the results of seismic refraction prospecting, the principal 
errors (or uncertainties) need to be classified. The paths of 
refracted waves lead to the classification of these errors into 
three types: 
I) Surface error: Errors originating on the surface, includ-
ing clock errors, station corrections and human error; 
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2) Layer-parallel error (inhomogeneity): Errors incurred 
when critically refracted waves (head waves) travel 
parallel to the interface between the layers; 
3) Cross error (inhomogeneity): Errors incurred when the 
refracted rays travel through overlying layers down to 
the interface at which they are critically refracted, or 
from this interface up to the surface. 
We treat these three types of errors as "random" errors, 
following Ojo and Mereu's (1986) arguments. The key point 
is that any "local fixed" effect on the traveltime ofrefracted 
waves in a relatively large formation can be viewed as a 
random effect on the total traveltime. 
Some methods are available for numerical modeling of 
seismic body-wave fields in inhomogeneous anisotropic me-
dia. Cerveny and Firbas (1984) discussed these methods and 
provided a method of numerical modeling and inversion of 
traveltimes of seismic body waves in inhomogeneous aniso-
tropic media. Ojo and Mereu (1986) discussed the magnitude 
of small-scale velocity inhomogeneities that could account 
for apparent linearity of segments of first-arrival traveltime 
curves from refraction data. However, as far as we know, 
the quantitative measurements of the inhomogeneities (or 
the estimation of the magnitude of the uncertainties) have 
not, as yet, been addressed. 
In this paper, we separate the different errors using a 
variance component model, which is based upon some 
realistic assumptions about the planar (horizontal or dipping) 
interfaces in the subsurface. The magnitudes of the uncer-
tainties are expressed in terms of variance components. The 
distribution of the uncertainties is obtained numerically by a 
recently well-developed statistical method called the Gibbs 
sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984; Gelfand and Smith, 1990; 
Gelfand et al., 1990). An example, using data from a 
T 
----------/?;~ 
0 
reversed refraction profile from central California, is used to 
illustrate the method. 
MODELING 
In conventional seismic refraction work, the initial arrival 
of seismic energy is most important to the data analysis, 
although later arrivals as well as wave amplitude information 
may be used if conditions are favorable. The most common 
representation of refraction data is a plot of the recorded 
waveforms versus time T, aligned at a position x (the receiver 
distance from the shot point). For a subsurface consisting of 
discrete homogeneous layers, the first arrivals on this type of 
plot form linear segments, as shown in Figure 1. For 
planar interfaces, the slopes and intercept times (intersec-
tions of the lines with the T-axis) are used to determine the 
depths and velocities of layers in which the refracted waves 
traveled. 
Theoretically, the first-arrival times of waves traveling in 
the kth layer form a linear segment if the top of the kth layer 
and each layer above the kth layer are homogeneous and 
V 1 ::s V2 ::s ••. V m• where k = 1, 2, ... , m, mis the total 
number of layers traveled by the refracted waves and V k is 
the velocity of the kth layer. For convenience in deriving the 
model for the kth segment, we temporarily drop the index k 
for layer number as well as the index for the profile number 
in the reversed profile. The paths of refracted waves are 
shown in Figure 1, where x 1, x 2 , ••• , xn are, respectively, 
the distances of n adjacent receivers from the shot point 0, 
which record the refracted waves from the top of the kth 
layer, and T 1 , T 2 , ••• , T n are the corresponding observed 
first-arrival times of the corresponding waves traveling along 
the path 0 ~A (l) ~ n<I), 0 ~A Ol ~A (Zl ~ n<2l, ••• , 
0 ~A Ol ~ ••• ~A (nl ~ n<nl, respectively. 
x,,I 
I 
I 
--
--
x 
Surface 
the first layer 
the (k-l)th layer 
the kth layer 
Fm. 1. Paths of refracted waves propagating in the earth's planar layered structures, illustratin~ the 
terminology used in this paper. Traveltime (Dis not reduced. Refracted arrivals along the path 0 - A n) -
B (n) arrive at the receiver at B (n) at time T n. Shotpoint for this profile is at 0. 
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If we denote the slope of the kth linear segment to be µ, 
and the corresponding intercept time as r, then r + µ, x; is 
the expected traveltime of the first arrival at x;. Let e; 
denote the surface error, e 0 Acii and eA<'1 8 <n the cross error, 
and eAcoAu1 the layer-parallel error corresponding to x;. 
Thus, from Figure 1 we see that 
T n = T + µ, Xn + e OA (I) + e A (l)A (2) + · · · + e A (n)B(n) +en. 
Our basic assumptions in this paper about the above errors 
in the refracted waves are the generalization of Tanar, 
Koehler, and Alhilali's assumption of "surface-consisten-
cy" (Taner et al., 1974). Specifically, we assume that: 
1) Errors produced on the surface are "consistent," in 
other words, these errors are identically independently 
distributed if they are viewed as random variables. This 
assumption is quite realistic because we have no reason 
to know that the surface error at any geophone is 
correlated to that at any other geophone. 
2) Inhomogeneity of any given interface is "consistent," 
in other words, the traveltime field at any small block in 
a given formation has the same possible deviation from 
the average traveltime field of the formation as that at 
any other small block that has the same length scale in 
the same formation. This assumption implies that the 
variance of layer-parallel error is proportional to the 
length of the top part of the kth layer along which the 
wave was refracted, because this error is the sum of 
"infinite" random errors along the kth top. 
3) Also, ifthe dip of the structure from (b) is not large, the 
error from the source to the kth top and that from the 
kth top up to the surface can be assumed to be 
identically independently distributed. 
Furthermore, a simple but realistic assumption about the 
distributions of the above errors is that these errors are 
normally distributed; the argument for this assumption is 
from the central limit theorem in probability theory (see the 
deterministic and indeterministic decomposition of Ojo and 
Mereu, 1986). Finally, we assume that the three different 
types of errors are independent; this is obviously an accept-
able assumption. 
Let T = ( T 1 , T 2 , • • • , T n)' , X = ( X I , X 2 , • • . , X n) ', 
a P = standard deviation of the layer-parallel error in one 
unit length (the distance unit of x), a c = standard deviation 
of the cross error and as = standard deviation of the surface 
error. With the above assumptions, notations and algebraic 
derivation, T then is an n-dimensional normal distribution 
with mean 1T + Xµ,, and covariance a '1 V'j c + a} V'j P + a}!, 
i.e.' 
(1) 
where 1 is the n-dimensional vector with each component 
equal to 1, ! is the n x n unit matrix, and V'j c and V'j P are 
symmetric matrices. The lower triangular parts of V'j c and 
V'j P are respectively, 
2 
2 
2 
2 
and 
0 
0 X2 - XJ 
Wr = 0 x2 - x 1 x 3 - x 1 
For a reversed refraction profile with shot points denoted 
as 1 and 2, a distance R apart, there will be a linear segment 
on both profile 1 and profile 2 for each subsurface layer in the 
model. The notations for the parameters in equation (1) thus 
need to be specified with profile number and layer number, 
i.e.' T is changed to Tj,k' 1 to lj,k' x to xj,k' T to Tj,k' µ,to 
J.1-J,k> ac to ac,k' V':fc to V':!c,J,k> ap to ap,k> V'jp to V':fp,J,k> 
I to IJ,k> and as is kept the same [see assumption (l)], where 
j = l, 2, k = l, 2, ... , m. Note that ac,k and ap,k do not 
depend on the profile number because a c,k and a p,k describe 
the properties of the lithologic layers being sampled. 
From equation (1) we obtain the following model for the 
reversed profile: 
+ a 2 W · + a 21 · ) p,k _ p,J,k s-J,k (2) 
where j = l, 2 and k = 1, 2, ... , m. We add the 
restrictions: ,.,,k + Rµ, 1,k = ,. 2 ,k + Rµ, 2,k> for k = 1, 
2, ... , m (equivalency ofreciprocal times) and r 1,1 = r 2,1 = 
0 (waves arriving from the first layer are direct arrivals). 
The model described by equation (2) is called the (mixed) 
variance component model and the a 2 's are called variance 
components in statistics. If a '1,k = a },k = 0 fork = 1, ... , 
m, equation (2) describes the conventional linear model that 
can be solved by the least-squares method (Steinhart and 
Meyer, 1961). 
ESTIMATION BY THE GIBBS SAMPLER 
The estimation of the parameters in the mixed variance 
component model has been frequently addressed in the 
statistics literature (Hartley and Rao, 1967; Patterson and 
Thompson, 1971; Corbeil and Searle, 1976; Harville, 1977; 
Dempster et al., 1977). However, a complete solution to the 
problem [especially in the present case in which the quanti-
ties of interest, such as velocities, are complicated functions 
of the parameters in the model, equation (2)] relies on the 
Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984, Gelfand and 
Smith, 1990, Gelfand et al., 1990) 
The Gibbs sampler 
The Gibbs sampler is an iterative method to generate 
random samples of the joint distribution P(0) of a random 
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vector 0 = (01' 0 2, ... , 0 1 ) from its conditional proba-
bility distribution: 
(3) 
where 0;, i = l, ... , J, is a d;-dimensional random 
vector and 0 is distributed over a d = If= 1 d ;-dimensional 
probability measure space n. In this particular case, 0 is a 
vector composed of the slopes, intercept times, sigma val-
ues, and missing data [see equation (8)] of interest to this 
problem. 
The Gibbs sampler proceeds as follows. Given an arbi-
trary starting set of values 0f0l, 0~0l, ... , 0 j0l with P(0<0l) 
> 0, we draw 0fll from P(0 1 l0~0l, ... , 0J0l), then 0~1) 
from P(02l0fll, 01°l, ... , 0J0l) ... and so on up to 0j1l 
from P( 0 1 I0 fll, ... , 0?! 1) to complete one iteration of the 
scheme. After successive iterations, we would arrive at 
(0fnl, ... , 0Jnl). Under mild conditions, 0<nl ! 0 -
P(0) as n ~ oo. Thus, for n large enough, say n = N, we can 
regard 0<Nl as a simulated sample from P(0). Repetition of 
this sequence M times each to the Nth iteration generates M 
identically independently distributed samples (0fN,ll, 
0~N,2l, ... , 0 JN,M). For a good review of the Gibbs 
sampler, please see Gelfand and Smith (1990). For the 
assessment of the convergence of the Gibbs sampler, please 
see Gelfand et al. (1990). More sophisticated methods of the 
assessment are presented in a series of technical reports in 
the Department of Statistics at Harvard University by 
Gelman and Rubin (1992), and Liu and Liu (1993). 
With the generated samples, the density of 0; can be well 
estimated by the Rao-Blackwell type estimator 
l M 
P(0; = 0;) = M 2: P(0; = 0;l0j = 0t·e), j # i) (4) 
e = l 
and random samples of a function Y = /(0) of 0 (e.g., the 
velocities, layer thicknesses, and dip angles as functions of 
the slopes and intercept times) can be created by 
y<N,e)=f(0<N.eJ), I= l, 2, ... , M. (5) 
The inferences about Y = /(0) can thus be made based on 
the random samples from equation (5). For example, the 
confidence intervals of Y = /(0) can be constructed using 
the quantities of these samples; the estimates of its mean and 
variance are easy to derive 
l M y = _ 2: y(N,€) 
M e=1 
(6) 
and 
l M -
Var(Y) = -- 2: (Y(N,e) - Y) 2, 
M-le=1 
(7) 
respectively. In practice, we can aggregate the samples with 
n > N, say from N + l to 2N, to obtain larger samples. 
Conditional posterior probabilities of parameters in model, 
equation (2) 
It is very difficult to obtain the joint posterior distribution 
of the parameters in model, equation (2). The full conditional 
posterior distributions can easily be obtained by introducing 
" . . d t " t: N(O 2 W ) t: some ~mssmg a a : ':>c,j,k - , a1,k _ c,j,k , "'P·!·k. -N(O, ap,kWp,j,k) and ~s,j,k - N(O, as !j,k). The m1ssmg 
data fs correspond to the three types of errors. Model, 
equation (2), is therefore equivalent to the following model: 
Tj,k = lj,k'fj,k + Xj,kµj,k + ~c,j,k + ~p,j,k + ~s,j,k· (8) 
We use noninformative priors on the parameters -r's, µ's, 
and a 2's (Box and Tiao, 1973); the full conditional posterior 
probabilities of -r's, µ's, a 2's, ~c 's, and ~P's are then: 
I) -r1,1 = -r2,1 = 0, µ1,1 = µ2,l and P(µ 1,1 I the rest) is a 
normal distribution with mean 
(X'1,1 Xu + x2.1 X2,d- 1[X'1,iCT1,1 - ~p,1, i) 
+ X2,JCT2,1 - ~p,2,dl 
and variance 
a;(X'1,1X1,1 + X2,1X2,i)-1. 
For 2 ::;; k ::;; m, -r2,k = -r 1,k + (µ 1,k - µ 2,k)R and 
P(-r1,b µ1,b µ 2,kl the rest) is a normal distribution 
with mean 
and covariance 
where 
~k = (:::: :11~~k X2,k ~ Rt 2.J' 
_ (T1,k) _ (~c.l,k + ~p.1,k) 
Tk - , ~k - · 
T2,k ~c,2,k + ~p,2,k 
2) Forj = l, 2, P(~c.j,kl the rest) is a normal distribution 
with mean 
a~,k(ac,d,;,k + a;w;,},k)- 1(Tj,k - Tj,klj,k 
- xj,k µj,k - ~p,j,k) 
and covariance 
2 2 ( 2 1 2w-1 ) -1 O'sCJ'c,kac,k-j,k+as-c,j,k ' 
and ~c,j,k are independent fork= 2, 3, ... , m. ~c,j,l 
=Oforj=l,2. 
3) Forj = l, 2, P(~p.j,kl the rest) is a normal distribution 
with mean 
2 ( 2 1 2w-1 )-1(T ap,k ap,Lj,k +O's -p,j,k j,k - Tj,klj,k 
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and covariance 
2 2 ( 2 2 -I )-1 
CT s CT p,k CT p,k!j.k + Us W p,j,k 
and tP ,j ,k are independent for k == l , 2, . . . . m. 
Note: the vectors and matrices above are in their 
"reduced form", i.e., the first components of the 
vectors and the first columns and rows of the matrices 
are omitted. 
4) P( u z kl the rest) == P( vs z klX 2). and u Z.k are indepen-
, ' ? • ? 
dent for k == 2, ... , m, where vs,~.k == LT~ 1 
t~.j,k'W,~J.ktc,j,ko and v = nu + n 2.ko where n1_, is 
the number of observations for the kth layer in the jth 
profile, and x2 is chi-square distributed with v degrees 
of freedom, i.e., P(u ,2,k!vs Z.kl the rest) is an inverted 
chi-square distribution (Box and Tiao, 1973) and u,2 1 == 
0 is a constant. 
5) P(ui;,kl the rest)== P(vs?;.hJ), and u?;,k are in~epen­
dent for k == 1, ... , m, where vs;;,, == 
I]=it~.j,k\Yp~J.ktp,j,k• and v = 111.k + n2.k - 2, where 
nj.k is the number of observations for the kth layer in 
the jth profile, and xJ is chi-square distributed with v 
degrees of freedom [tp,j,k and W p,j,k are in their 
reduced form; see (3) above]. 
6) P(u][ the rest)== P(vs]!xJJ, where vs} == 
Data 
2 m 
2: 2: (Tj,k - Tj,k lj,k - Xj,k fl-j,k - tc.j,k ~ tp.J . .J' 
j =I k =I 
x (Tj,k - Tj,klj,k - xj.kfl-j.k - tc.j.k - tp.j.d 
and v == If=i nj,k - 2. x2 is chi-square distributed 
with v degrees of freedom. 
AN EXAMPLE 
We used the model, equation (2), to fit a data set recorded 
in the Great Valley, California, U.S.A. (Colburn and 
Mooney, 1986; Hwang and Mooney, 1986). The data set 
consists of a reversed refraction profile between shot point 
12 and shot point 14 along the west side of the San Joaquin 
Valley. The two shot points are 96 km apart, i.e .. R = 96 
(km). First arrivals were picked by hand from ''reduced 
traveltime" plots (T - X/6.0 versus X, where T stands for 
time and Xis the source-receiver distance); the data points 
are shown in Figure 2. From the original reversed profile. we 
assume that the basic number of layers is 7. To evaluate the 
effect of segmentation of the data points, we compare the 
results from two alternative segmentations of the first arrival 
picks (Figures 2 and 3). 
Estimation of the uncertainties 
We applied the Gibbs sampler with M == I 00 and set the 
starting points of the variance components to be the esti-
mated variance of the conventional linear model and t<0· 11 == 
0. 0, l == I , ... , M. One iteration of the Gibbs sampler was 
completed in the following order: T 0 S and µ,'s ~ t .J.k(j ~~ 1, 
2;k== I, ... ,6J~t~,j.k(.i== l,2;k== 1, .... 6)~<rf;.k 
(k == 1, ... , 6) ~ uc.k(k == 1, ... , 6) ~ u;. Using the 
convergence assessment of Gelfand et al. (1990) for <r 2 's. we 
conservatively chose a value of N == 100. Continuing the 
Gibbs sampler up to /1 == 2N = 200, we obtained 100 x 100 
random samples, which were used in the estimates of the 
parameters of interest. The estimates of the means and 
variances of uncertainties in model equation (8) by equations 
(6) and (7) are listed in Table la, where the numbers in 
parentheses are the corresponding standard variances. 
To look at the different scale factors for the variance 
components in equation (2), let us go back to model (I). 
From model (I), we have 
? ? ? 9 Var(T;) == 2u~ + (x; - xi)u; + u;. ( ) 
Therefore, we adjusted the uncertainty estimates accord-
ing to their contributions to the total error in recorded 
traveltime (Table lb). We see that apparently us does not 
dominate the errors. Thus, an analysis based upon simple 
regression or least-squares fitting is inappropriate and may 
lead to a very different estimate of the uncertainties in the 
resulting curves of velocity versus depth for this data set (see 
the assumptions in Steinhart and Meyer, 1961). 
We used equation (6) to compute the corresponding 
means, and the results of equation (5) to derive uncertainty 
limits on a profile of velocity versus depth, for a given 
location along the refraction line. The output from each 
sample of the Gibbs sampler was input into a standard 
dipping-layered-model refraction program, based on the 
equations of Mota (1954); means and uncertainty limits on 
the resulting output parameters (for instance, velocity as a 
function of depth; dip of individual layers) could then be 
obtained. We determined 95 percent confidence limits, rather 
than standard deviations, on velocity as a function of depth, 
because the probability distribution was often poorly approxi-
mated by a normal distribution, particularly near interfaces. 
After the initial segmentation of the data points (Figure 2), 
we changed the assignment of points at the end of the layer 
6 segment to the beginning of the layer 7 segment (Figure 3) 
to illustrate the effect this change in segment assignment 
would have on the results. Below, results from the two 
segmentation models (using the same first-arrival picks) are 
compared. 
General results 
The means and confidence limits on the resulting velocity-
depth profiles (Figures 4 and 5) indicate with what confi-
dence a layered structure can be resolved from these data. 
We have chosen to examine the resultant velocity profiles at 
two locations: 25 percent along the profile, or 24 km from 
each shot point. For each location, the uncertainties allow 
the velocity structure above 3 km depth to be fit equally well 
by a simple velocity increase with depth; this result is quite 
consistent with that of Ojo and Mereu (1986) who showed 
that apparently linear segments on traveltime curves might 
result from small random heterogeneities superposed on a 
linear velocity increase, particularly in the upper few km 
where crack closure might lead to a large velocity gradient. 
For the profile 24 km from SP 12 (Figure 4a), a layer of fairly 
constant velocity (4.31 km/s), which could have a slight 
velocity gradient, occurs from 3-6 km depth. The velocity 
profile from 6 to 7 km depth is relatively more poorly 
constrained, a layer with a velocity of 4.31 km/s may be 
interpreted to be present here, although the mean velocities 
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and the confidence limits allow this to correspond merely to 
a stronger vertical velocity gradient in this region. On the 
profile from shot point 14 (Figure 5), this layer is better 
defined due to its greater thickness. Velocities in the next 
two layers (6.01 km/sand 6.85 km/s, respectively), appear to 
be relatively constant, with the likelihood of only a small 
velocity gradient; the transition region between these two 
velocities, however, appears to have a much larger velocity 
gradient consistent with a gradational interface in this re-
gion. The uncertainty limits thus place some constraints on 
the magnitudes of allowable velocity gradients for given 
depths; as seen below, these results are in good agreement 
with best-fit curves from other more complicated methods of 
analysis. A cross-section with a layered-model interpreta-
tion (Figure 6) shows the "layers" labeled with their mean 
5.0 
4.5 Classification points (from SP12 to SP14): 
~ 4.0 
.:. 3.5 
~ 
" 3.0 8 
~ 2.5 <l 
> 
"' ~ 2.0 
"O 
" 1.5 () 
.g 
" 1.0 a: 
0.5 
0.0 
velocities but is somewhat misleading in terms of the veloc-
ity-depth profiles. 
A comparison of the magnitudes of the errors determined 
for the data (Table l) is useful, although we must first note 
that layers with fewer data points (layers l, 2, 3, and to some 
extent, layer 5) have fewer degrees of freedom in these 
calculations and thus have less easily interpretable results. 
This can be seen from a comparison of the mean errors with 
their standard deviations (Table la); where the standard 
deviations exceed the size of the errors (Layers 1-5), con-
clusions may be difficult to draw. Because of the sizes of 
these mean errors and their standard deviations, the results 
from layers 4, 6, and 7 are most easily compared. 
A comparison of the layer-parallel errors (normalized to 
path length in Table la) indicates the relative magnitudes of 
5.0 
3 6 10 16 20 65 4.5 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
96 84 72 60 48 36 24 12 0 
SP14 Distance X (km) SP12 
(a) 
5.0 ....-----------------------------..-
4.5 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
Classi(lcation:points (from SP14 to SP12): 2 4 6 18 24 52 71 
-----------; .. 
---- .. -. -- ---
-- --- - :· 
-- . ---. -. - ~-
---·-----, 
~:_ ---.:: - ' ---
0.0 .+l--,J.......l--.--...,..---..l..---.-l--.....------.--....----,,.----.--'-....---.---.--....---.J.f-
0 
SP14 
12 24 36 48 60 
Distance X (km) 
(b) 
72 84 96 
SP12 
5.0 
4.5 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
FIG. 2. Picks of the first arrivals on the reversed profile between shotpoints 12 and 14, and initial assignments 
of data points to different segments. Data points are numbered going away from the shot point; the 
classification scheme indicated on the plot shows the observation number of the last point assigned to each 
segment. Vertical dashed lines down from each profile indicate the last data point assigned to each segment. 
The dotted linear segments were obtained by least-squares fitting. (a) Data from shot point 12 at the southern 
end of the profile. (b) Data from shot point 14 at the northern end of the profile. 
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the errors associated with each layer; for example, layer 6 
has twice the layer-parallel error of layers 5 or 7. This might 
be interpreted to suggest that layer 6 is more heterogeneous 
than the layers above and below it, which would be useful in 
distinguishing the lithology of layer 6 from layer 7. An 
alternative interpretation might be a structural one; for 
instance, the top of layer 6 is not as planar, on the scale of 
spacing of geophones, as the other interfaces. Colburn and 
Mooney (1986) attribute layers 6 and 7 to metamorphic and 
igneous rocks of the eastern foothills of the Sierra Nevada; if 
the layer-parallel errors are lithologically controlled, they 
suggest that layer 6 might be more compositionally variable 
(largely metamorphic rocks), whereas layer 7 might be less 
compositionally variable (largely igneous rocks). The layer-
parallel errors in layer 4 (attributed to the Cretaceous Great 
Valley Sequence by Colburn and Mooney, 1986) are much 
lower in magnitude, possibly suggesting a more homogeneous 
composition for layer 4 than for the three layers below it. 
5.0 
4.5 Classification points (from SPI 2 to SP14): 
~ 4.0 3.5 ~ 
"' ~
The cross errors indicate the net error accumulated along 
the raypath above the layer in question; for the layers with a 
greater number of observations (layers 4-7) mean cross 
errors increase with depth to the layer, which is consistent 
with the increased path length. 
The total contributions of each type of error to the 
variance in the observed traveltime (Table lb) shows that the 
contributions of the cross error and the layer-parallel error 
are about equal for each of layers 2-4, and subordinate to the 
surface error. For layers 5 through 7, however, the surface 
error is equal or less than the total contribution from the 
other error sources, which is reasonable given the longer 
path lengths for the observations from layers 5-7. 
Comparison with the results of previous workers 
The data set used in this example has been previously 
interpreted using forward modeling techniques that at-
tempted to match many more details of the observed wave-
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Fm. 3. Same data points and plotting conventions as in Figure 2, but with the data resegmented after 
least-squares fitting of lines to the data to achieve a better fit. The division of data points between segments 
6 and 7 has been changed (compare to Figure 2). 
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Table l(a). The estimated means and variances of the inhomogeneities from the Great Valley reversed profile. Units are as given 
for equation (1); for example, O' P is normalized to unit path length. 
Layer* 2 3 4 5 6 7 
cross 0.0366 0.0056 0.0044 0.0116 0.0130 0.0223 
(Jc k (0.0680)** (0.0116) (0.0055) (0.0138) (0.0094) (0.0109) 
layer-parallel 0.0212 0.0429 0.0052 0.0032 0.0121 0.0220 0.0109 
CJp,k (0.0679) (0.0703) (0.0138) (0.0041) (0.0153) (0.0075) (0.0082) 
surface error as 0.0249 (0.0051) 
*Segmentation follows that of Figure 3. 
**The number of parentheses is the corresponding standard deviation. 
Table l(b). The adjusted means of the uncertainties according to their contributions to total error of the recorded first arrivals. 
Layer 
adjusted cross error a c k * 
adjusted parallel error a p, k ** 
surface CJ 5 
0.0000 
0.0169 
0.0249 
2 
0.0520 
0.0550 
3 
0.0079 
0.0075 
4 
0.0063 
0.0074 
5 
0.0165 
0.0253 
6 
0.0184 
0.0893 
7 
0.0315 
0.0390 
*Adjusted by a factor of 2 112 - see equation (9) 
**The product of aP k and the average of (xi - x 1) 112 , i = 2, ... , n, in equation (1) in both profiles for each layer - see 
equation (9). ' 
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FIG. 4. Mean value of velocity versus depth (solid line) and 95 percent confidence limits (dotted lines) plotted for a position 24 
km from shotpoint 12 and 72 km from shotpoint 14. (a) Input data are first arrival picks and segmentation shown in Figure 2. 
(b) Input data are the same first-arrival picks as in (a), but which the revised segmentation as shown in Figure 3. Velocity profile 
of Colburn and Mooney ( 1986) for the same position along this refraction profile, and Holbrook and Mooney ( 1987) for a parallel 
line to the east, are shown for comparison. Note that the 95 percent confidence regions in both cases encompass the results of 
Colburn and Mooney (1986) at depths above 8 km; for greater depths, Figure 4a appears to be a better fit to their profile. 
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forms than just the first arrivals used here. Colburn and 
Mooney (1986) used two-dimensional (2-D) ray tracing and 
attempted to match observed traveltimes of primary and 
secondary arrivals, as well as their amplitudes. They pre-
sented velocity profiles based on the same data that we used 
here. Hwang and Mooney (1986) used data from shot point 
14 only, with a one-dimensional (1-D) technique, the modi-
fied reflectivity method, to determine a velocity profile and 
attenuation values consistent with the amplitudes and arrival 
times of primary and secondary phases and multiples. Hol-
brook and Mooney (1987) analyzed a parallel profile further 
east in the Great Valley that yielded a substantially different 
velocity structure than those of Colburn and Mooney (1986) 
or Hwang and Mooney (1986). 
The confidence limits on our velocity profiles (Figures 4 
and 5) allow us to compare our results with these previous 
results. We see that the profiles derived by Colburn and 
Mooney (1986) and Hwang and Mooney (1986) generally lie 
within the confidence regions of our results. We find rela-
tively good agreement in terms of velocity gradients and 
gradational velocities at boundaries. Our mean velocity values 
cannot reproduce the existence of a low-velocity zone such as 
that postulated by Hwang and Mooney (1986), although the 95 
percent confidence limits on our profiles would allow for the 
presence of a low velocity zone with the velocity structure they 
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describe. The results of Holbrook and Mooney (1987) lie well 
outside the 95 degree confidence regions of our results from 2 
km to about 12 km depth, suggesting that the confidence 
regions we determine are small enough to allow us to distin-
guish among various regional models. 
Clearly, our technique cannot deal with many potential 
complications of the 2-D velocity structure beneath the 
refraction line; as mentioned above, low velocity zones 
would not be identified, nor would hidden layers or faults 
offsetting layers at depth. More detailed methods of analysis 
such as 2-D ray tracing, or comparison with synthetic 
seismograms, add an additional component of information 
that is critical to refining the velocity structure along the 
refraction profile. However, our method is a potentially 
useful "first-pass" approach. It is appealing because it 
requires knowledge of the first arrival times only, but yields 
information about the relative layer-parallel errors of the 
different layers, which may be related to lithology or inter-
face geometry. It yields a velocity model (for dipping layers) 
with 95 percent confidence limits-extremely useful for a 
comparison between different velocity models. The resultant 
velocity profile is more realistic than a simple homogeneous 
plane layer model and could serve as a starting point for 
modification by more complete methods such as 2-D ray 
tracing or synthetic seismograms. 
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FIG. 5. Mean value of velocity versus depth (solid line) and 95 percent confidence limits (dotted lines) plotted for a position 24 
km from shotpoint 14 and 72 km from shotpoint 12. (a) Input data are first-arrival picks and segmentation shown in Figure 2. 
(b) Input data are the same first-arrival picks as in (a), but with the revised segmentation as shown in Figure 3. For comparison, 
we show the velocity profiles of Colburn and Mooney (1986) for the same position along this refraction profile, Hwang and 
Mooney (1986) for an average of the profile from shotpoint 14, and Holbrook and Mooney (1987) for a parallel line to the east. 
Note that in Figure 5a the 95 percent confidence limits on mean velocity, derived here, encompass both Colburn and Mooney's 
(1986) and Hwang and Mooney's (1986) best-fit models down to 16 km depth. In Figure 5b the fit to Colburn and Mooney's 
(1986) profile is still within the uncertainties but Hwang and Mooney's (1986) profile is not. 
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Application to smaller-scale problems 
The major use of refraction data in exploration is for 
providing absolute velocity and statics constraints for use 
with reflection processing, and we note here several ways in 
which this method might be relevant to such smaller-scale 
problems. We presume that in applying this method to 
reflection work, the geophone spacing would be more dense 
than for the crustal-scale problem shown here, and possibly 
various reversed profiles, with different endpoints, would be 
available along the same line. In this case, this method would 
constrain the range of allowable values of velocity to be used 
in determining static shifts [e.g., Yilmaz (1987), p. 227]. The 
confidence limits obtained on the velocity-depth curve 
would constrain the range of allowable velocity-depth func-
tions derived from reflection processing, and place some 
constraints on the degree of velocity homogeneity expected 
or predicted for the various layers. A comparison of the 
cross-errors from the various layers would indicate which 
shallow layers are characterized by the most heterogeneity, 
and consequently would help to constrain the expected 
variation in amount of statics correction required along the 
line. The drawback of this method, when used with data 
from reflection sources, is that it requires the identification 
of the first breaks (first arrivals of the waveform). Difficulty 
in picking first breaks from some energy sources (e.g., 
vibroseis) may be reflected by an increase in the computed 
value of surface error. 
SUMMARY 
A realistic model of the propagation of refracted seismic 
waves in a planar-layered subsurface, based only on first 
arrivals from a reversed profile, has been constructed. 
The model has the following advantages. (1) It separates 
the three principal sources of errors and thus, provides 
quantitative measurements of the inhomogeneities in the 
subsurface; differences in the inhomogeneities of the 
different layers may indicate differences in lithology and/or 
interface geometry. (2) It takes the principal errors into 
account and therefore, inferences based on it are more 
reliable than those based on the simple conventional linear 
model in Steinhart and Meyer (1961). (3) By a Bayesian 
method, the estimation of the parameters of interest is 
easy to process using the Gibbs sampler and Monte Carlo 
methods. In the example, the estimates of the errors in-
curred during the layer-parallel and layer-crossing path of 
the raypath and the surface errors are presented, and 
confidence limits on velocity-depth curves are derived. 
Other parameters of interest, such as the thickness and dip 
angle of each layer considered in the model, could also be 
obtained using the equations in Mota (1954) and equations 
(5), (6) and (7). 
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revised segmentation of the observations (data shown in Figure 3). The 1-a errors on the depths to the interfaces are shown, 
except for the lowest interface where both the 95 percent confidence limits and the 1-a errors are shown. Note that the 
uncertainties on the depths to the deeper interfaces increase towards either end of the refraction profil~ (the 95 percent 
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crossing of interfaces under shotpoint 12 is partly an artifact of this lack of sampling. 
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